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As one of the largest flooring retailers in the United States, Avalon Flooring offers a large selection of options
including carpet, vinyl, hardwood and more. Extended financing is available to qualified buyers as well. Not
sure who to choose? Take our two minute quiz to find the right Flooring for you. Get matched now Not sure
how to choose? Get expert buying tips about Flooring delivered to your inbox. Email Thank you, you have
successfully subscribed to our newsletter! Enjoy reading our tips and recommendations. We value your
privacy. Flooring features to consider Top Materials offered Some manufacturers make just one or two types
of flooring, while others offer a broader range of products. And although there are retailers who focus on one
product categoryâ€”tile, for exampleâ€”most stores sell and install virtually every type of flooring. Engineered
hardwoods are easier to install and come in many more wood species and colors. Ceramic, porcelain and stone
tile: These materials are extremely durable and, when properly installed, waterproof. Tile is most popular in
bathrooms, kitchens and foyers. Carpeting offers soundproofing, insulation, affordability and a soft, cozy feel
under bare feet. It also goes down quickly with a minimal amount of mess and disruption to your home.
Samples Flooring samples allow you to see the color, thickness, construction and quality of the flooring before
purchasing it. Samples are especially important for customers who shop for flooring online. Of course, you
can view and handle flooring samples at flooring stores and home-improvement centers, and some retailers
will allow you to take samples home if you promise to return them. You should consider texture, style and
color when comparing samples; you can also test them to see how easily they scratch, dent and stain. Most
retailers have flooring samples on hand for you to take home, while manufacturers and online sellers will ship
samples to you. Pricing factors While some flooring and carpet companies specialize in discount products,
others position themselves in the upscale market. There are other pricing considerations to understand, though.
Smart shoppers can take advantage of seasonal sales to purchase materials for less. Be aware that carpet was
traditionally priced by the square yard there are nine feet in one square yard , but in recent years many retailers
are advertising square-foot prices. When shopping, make sure that all products are priced with the same
square-area calculation. Solid-hardwood floors, if maintained in good condition, will typically add more to the
resale value of a home than any other type of flooring. Natural stone tiles are also highly desirable by
homebuyers. Carpeting has an R-Value of about 1. Stone and tile feel cool underfoot in summer, and in winter
will hold and radiate heat if installed over a radiant-heat system. Customization Homeowners increasingly
have the option to design their own flooring, but expect to pay more for the privilege. Online tools and in-store
design help can assist you custom-design the style, color and pattern of your new floor. Just be sure to check
the flooring samples before ordering. Several dealers customize flooring using photos, sketches and artwork
provided by homeowners. Carpet tiles and ceramic and porcelain tile are ideal for customization. This is done
through placing the tile in unique designs, patterns and colors. Installation Several companies offer free
installation as part of a deal, while others subcontract the job to third parties. Never assume a seller will take
care of the installation; get it in writing. Being bonded offers protection if an installer fails to finish the job. Be
sure to ask about any additional charges for delivery, moving of furniture, or removal and disposal of old
flooring. Many installations come with warranties. As with all warranties, they provide varying levels of
coverage for varying lengths of time. For example, if a homeowner makes an alteration to the flooring after
installation or improperly cleans it, he risks voiding his warranty. Financing Dealers frequently offer financing
through specialty credit cards. Others provide financing through loans, either their own or through local banks.
Interest-free offers are a good idea if you know you can pay off the bill before the term expires; otherwise
there are hefty interest charges. Loans from local flooring and carpet companies can hurt a credit score,
because local businesses often charge higher interest rates than national companies and are seen as lenders of
last resort. A down payment from percent and minimum purchase amount are common prerequisites for
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financing through a loan; store credit cards tend to require minimum purchase amounts but no down
payments. What are different types of flooring and carpet? Top Hardwood Capture the warmth and natural
beauty of wood with real hardwood floors. Red oak is the most popular, but maple and ash are common, too.
Age and sunlight darken certain species of hardwood, especially cherry, and even the hardest hardwoods are
prone to denting and scratching. Plastic laminate This category is one of the most affordable and popular types
of flooring installed today. It can be laid as a floating floorâ€”no nails or glue requiredâ€”for quick, easy
installation. Each tongue-and-groove plank has a dense fiberboard core topped with resilient, scratch-resistant
plastic laminate. It comes in many different faux finishes and colors that resemble natural wood and stone.
Tile Whether ceramic, porcelain, marble or glass, tile comes in many forms. Ceramic tile is more commonly
installed on walls, while porcelain tile is used on floors. And many porcelain floor tiles are manufactured to
mimic the look of natural of stone, including granite, marble, slate and limestone. Carpeting Fabric twist is a
much better indicator of carpeting quality than face weight is. Uncut carpet piles are good for high-traffic
areas and resist stains well. Some retailers also sell carpeting that can be used outdoors. Who is shopping for
flooring? Top Luxury shoppers Marble flooring and exotic hardwood flooring are popular offerings for
upscale buyers with large budgets. These buyers may also want to customize their flooring. Budget seekers
Budget seekers want flooring that looks nice and is inexpensive. Overstocks at a wide variety of stores can
provide this budget option; laminate and carpeting are also good, less-expensive materials. People with pets
and kids Animals and children increase flooring wear and tear and the odds of staining. Harder surfaces, such
as tile and laminate, are usually best in such situations. Online shoppers Online shoppers have as many options
as customers who shop in person. Free samples from some stores as well as delivery and installation options
add to the convenience of store shopping. Green shoppers Folks who have a commitment to buying
environmentally friendly products can feel secure when they purchase certain flooring brands, especially
sustainably harvested hardwoods, bamboo and cork flooring. What do the experts have to say about flooring
companies?
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I love the look of a large, old piece of furniture in a bathroom! Patina â€¦ [Read More I try to get out and see
as many as I can during the yearly hay bale decorating competition and I always love sharing photos of them
here. I gobbled the first season right up and sure hope they release more episodes in the future! One of my
favorites featured a houseboat in Seattle. They named it the Seattle Lakeside Lovenest. At first, she stayed
near light, the edge where bushes grew, â€¦ [Read More Look at all those layers! The textures made me
swoon! The first day of our road trip through the Midwest. Which reminds me, have you â€¦ [Read More I
love what Allison did with that gauzy "cobweb" material there! The whole vignette is so fun! Oct 22, A friend
introduced me to a website recently and I am SO excited to use it on our RV adventure this week! To plan our
route, I just â€¦ [Read More The crazy cat lady is my current fav! Crafty Morning I love it when folks with
babies go with a group costume! Parenting And one of my favorite family Halloween costumes is this
camping crew: The table which has 10 leaves was originally purchased by my great, great Grandfather August
in as a wedding present for his bride. I think it lived in my great, â€¦ [Read More My favorite touch is the
layered doormats by the â€¦ [Read More I had fun gathering a collection of inspiration photos to share here
today. The interesting idea that jumped out to me in this first photo is â€¦ [Read More
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Few things in life are as daunting as decorating your first home. With so many options available and so many decisions
to make, it's hard not to feel overwhelmed. Many of us just retreat into the familiar or the expected, leaving a trail of
disappointment (and Linen White paint) in our wake.

But have you ever wondered how the products you buy get there in the first place? Or how your online order
gets from fulfillment to your door - fast? Our distribution and transportation operation is one of the largest in
the world, serving stores, clubs and direct delivery to customers with distribution centers. Walmart Logistics is
made up of 93, associates, including 7, drivers. An average facility serves stores within a mile radius. A
regional distribution center can have up to 12 miles of conveyor belts capable of moving hundreds of
thousands of cases through the center each day. Many of the facilities provide a unique merchandise
assortment for specific stores; for example, a Walmart grocery distribution center is equipped to house up to 4
million bananas at one time. Walmart has six disaster distribution centers strategically located across the
country. The average Walmart truck driver logs more than , miles annually â€” the equivalent of about four
trips around the world! And they work with safety in mind: In , Walmart committed to a momentous goal: By
working with our associates to establish more efficient techniques for loading, routing and driving, as well as
through collaboration with tractor trailer manufacturers on new technologies, we achieved this goal. With new
efficiencies, our year-end results were a Twenty percent â€” approximately 4, forklifts â€” has been
converted. Not only do hydrogen fuel cells provide consistent power to the forklift, which increases
productivity, they also have a five-year life cycle. In comparison, Walmart was replacing 1, large lead acid
batteries each year before converting to hydrogen. The future of e-commerce is now. In the last 18 months,
Walmart built seven new online fulfillment centers strategically located across the U. Testing for the future.
Last year, we started a special team to help us do that.
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In May , New York began construction of Government House for his official residence, but he never occupied
it. The national capital moved to Philadelphia in December The July Residence Act named Philadelphia ,
Pennsylvania the temporary national capital for a year period while the Federal City was under construction.
President occupied the Market Street mansion from November to March and altered it in ways that may have
influenced the design of the White House. As part of a futile effort to have Philadelphia named the permanent
national capital, Pennsylvania built a much grander presidential mansion several blocks away, but Washington
declined to occupy it. On Saturday, [5] November 1, , [6] he became the first president to occupy the White
House. April â€” February November â€” March March â€” May Government House , Manhattan, New
York â€” Built to be the permanent presidential mansion, Congress moved the national capital to Philadelphia
before its completion. House intended for the President, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania s. Built to be the
permanent presidential mansion, neither Washington nor Adams would occupy it. A elevation by James
Hoban. His 3-story, 9-bay original submission was altered into this 2-story, bay design. He is reputed to have
met with Hoban then. The following year, he summoned the architect to Philadelphia and met with him in
June The building Hoban designed is verifiably influenced by the upper floors of Leinster House , in Dublin ,
which later became the seat of the Oireachtas the Irish parliament. These influences, though undocumented,
are cited in the official White House guide, and in White House Historical Association publications. The
sandstone walls were erected by Scottish immigrants, employed by Hoban, [17] as were the high-relief rose
and garland decorations above the north entrance and the "fish scale" pattern beneath the pediments of the
window hoods. There are conflicting claims as to where the sandstone used in the construction of the White
House originated. Others suggest the original sandstone simply came from Aquia Creek in Stafford County ,
Virginia , as importing the stone would be too costly. Although not yet completed, the White House was ready
for occupancy circa November 1, When construction was finished, the porous sandstone walls were
whitewashed with a mixture of lime, rice glue, casein, and lead, giving the house its familiar color and name.
The central three bays are behind a prostyle portico this was a later addition to the house, built circa serving,
thanks to the carriage ramp, as a porte cochere. The windows of the four bays flanking the portico, at
first-floor level, have alternating pointed and segmented pediments , while at second-floor level the pediments
are flat. The principal entrance at the center of the portico is surmounted by a lunette fanlight. Above the
entrance is a sculpted floral festoon. The roofline is hidden by a balustraded parapet. It is of three floors, all
visible. The ground floor is rusticated in the Palladian fashion. The bow has a ground floor double staircase
leading to an Ionic colonnaded loggia with the Truman Balcony at second-floor level , known as the south
portico. I pray Heaven to bestow the best of blessings on this House, and all that shall hereafter inhabit it. May
none but honest and wise men ever rule under this roof. Despite his complaints that the house was too big "big
enough for two emperors, one pope, and the grand lama in the bargain" [31] , Jefferson considered how the
White House might be added to. With Benjamin Henry Latrobe , he helped lay out the design for the East and
West Colonnades, small wings that help conceal the domestic operations of laundry, a stable and storage. Only
the exterior walls remained, and they had to be torn down and mostly reconstructed because of weakening
from the fire and subsequent exposure to the elements, except for portions of the south wall. Of the numerous
objects taken from the White House when it was ransacked by British troops, only two have been recovered.
Employees and slaves rescued a painting of George Washington, [32] and in , a Canadian man returned a
jewelry box to President Franklin D. Roosevelt , claiming that his grandfather had taken it from Washington.
Some observers allege that most of these spoils were lost when a convoy of British ships led by HMS Fantome
sank en route to Halifax off Prospect during a storm on the night of November 24, , [33] [34] even though
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Fantome had no involvement in that action. The south portico was constructed in during the James Monroe
administration; the north portico was built six years later. Capitol , carved the decorative stonework on both
porticos. This was done to link the new portico with the earlier carved roses above the entrance. Brady Press
Briefing Room. Principal story plan for the white house by Benjamin Henry Latrobe , Earliest known
photograph of the White House, taken c. The location of the White House was questioned, just north of a canal
and swampy lands, which provided conditions ripe for malaria and other unhealthy conditions. He proposed
abandoning the use of the White House as a residence and designed a new estate for the first family at
Meridian Hill in Washington, D. The White House North Lawn in the s, during the Abraham Lincoln
administration When Chester Arthur took office in , he ordered renovations to the White House to take place
as soon as the recently widowed Lucretia Garfield moved out. Arthur inspected the work almost nightly and
made several suggestions. Louis Comfort Tiffany was asked to send selected designers to assist. Over twenty
wagonloads of furniture and household items were removed from the building and sold at a public auction. In
the fall of work was done on the main corridor, including tinting the walls pale olive and adding squares of
gold leaf , and decorating the ceiling in gold and silver, and colorful traceries woven to spell "USA". The Red
Room was painted a dull Pomeranian red, and its ceiling was decorated with gold, silver, and copper stars and
stripes of red, white, and blue. A fifty-foot jeweled Tiffany glass screen, supported by imitation marble
columns, replaced the glass doors that separated the main corridor from the north vestibule. Bingham, which
reflected the Harrison proposal. Wyeth to add additional space to the West Wing, which included the addition
of the Oval Office. In the s, a second story was added, as well as a larger basement for White House staff, and
President Franklin Roosevelt had the Oval Office moved to its present location: White House Reconstruction
Truman reconstruction, â€”, a steel structure is built within the exterior shell Decades of poor maintenance, the
construction of a fourth story attic during the Coolidge administration, and the addition of a second-floor
balcony over the south portico for Harry S. Truman [48] took a great toll on the brick and sandstone structure
built around a timber frame. Much of the original plasterwork, some dating back to the â€” rebuilding, was too
damaged to reinstall, as was the original robust Beaux Arts paneling in the East Room. President Truman had
the original timber frame sawed into paneling; the walls of the Vermeil Room , Library , China Room , and
Map Room on the ground floor of the main residence were paneled in wood from the timbers. Kennedy â€”63
, directed a very extensive and historic redecoration of the house. She enlisted the help of Henry Francis du
Pont of the Winterthur Museum to assist in collecting artifacts for the mansion, many of which had once been
housed there. Antique furniture was acquired, and decorative fabric and trim based on period documents was
produced and installed. The Kennedy restoration resulted in a more authentic White House of grander stature,
which recalled the French taste of Madison and Monroe. The wallpaper had hung previously on the walls of
another mansion until when that house was demolished for a grocery store. Just before the demolition, the
wallpaper was salvaged and sold to the White House. The first White House guidebook was produced under
the direction of curator Lorraine Waxman Pearce with direct supervision from Mrs. Furniture, fixtures, and
decorative arts could now be declared either historic or of artistic interest by the President. This prevented
them from being sold as many objects in the executive mansion had been in the past years. When not in use or
display at the White House, these items were to be turned over to the Smithsonian Institution for preservation,
study, storage, or exhibition. The White House retains the right to have these items returned. Roosevelt , who
used a wheelchair because of his paralytic illness. Bates, approved the addition of a ramp in the East Wing
corridor. It allowed easy wheelchair access for the public tours and special events that enter through the secure
entrance building on the east side. In , the Bush administration reinstalled solar thermal heaters. The changes
were not publicized as a White House spokeswoman said the changes were an internal matter. The story was
picked up by industry trade journals. The journey by helicopter was inaugurated in the s when President
Dwight D. Eisenhower began traveling on Marine One to and from his official residence. The Chief Usher
coordinates day to day household operations. The White House includes:
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Bill Steen Natural earth pigments add color to natural paints and are available at artist supply stores. Plus,
most commercially manufactured paints contain toxic materials or petroleum-based ingredients that are
energy-intensive to produce. There are several eco-friendly options on the market, but their cost up to twice as
much as conventional paint can be prohibitive to painters on a budget. Many DIYers are choosing instead to
make their own paint. Creating your own paint is considerably less expensive and can be an extremely
satisfying endeavor for anyone whose goal is self-reliance. Mixing your own paint is sometimes the only way
to achieve a specific color or effect. In fact, natural paints offer unique finishes very different from those of
manufactured products. There are numerous combinations to choose from when attempting to create the
perfect paint for a particular situation. What follows is a guide to understanding natural paint, recipes for some
of the easiest and most common types and photos of each kind to inspire you. In its most basic form, paint
consists of color the pigment and the glue in which the pigment is suspended the binder. Many paints also
contain ingredients that add texture and bulk fillers , a thinner the solvent and other additives, such as biocides
and drying catalysts. Safer alternatives to the toxic compounds and heavy metals used to color conventional
paint include natural pigments derived from plants, insects, iron oxides and minerals. Binders keep paint glued
to a surface. The acrylic and vinyl binders in commercial paints are derived from the byproducts of refining
crude oil. The binders in natural paints rely instead on materials such as starch from flour , casein the protein
in milk and linseed oil from pressed flax seeds. Fillers create texture and add bulk to paint. Common fillers
include whiting powdered chalk , talcum, limestone, silica and marble. Solvents, or thinners, help achieve a
workable consistency. The outgassing of these volatile organic compounds VOCs can cause headaches,
nausea, dizziness, blurred vision and fatigue, especially in areas that are not well ventilated. The hazards are
significantly worse for people who paint regularly. Natural solvents such as citrus thinners and natural
turpentine are preferable, but they can still emit low levels of VOCs. Additives include plasticizers, foaming
and antifoaming agents, driers, biocides that inhibit the growth of mold, and ingredients that improve water
resistance or opacity. Expert Tips When making your own paint, it is important to experiment, test,
experiment, and test some more. For best results, clean all surfaces thoroughly before painting. Homemade
paints contain food ingredients and should be used soon after mixing. You can refrigerate them, but the
binding ability may diminish. It may be difficult to create exactly the same color over and over again. Try to
mix as much paint as you can reasonably use in one work session. Exercise caution when using linseed oil.
Crumpled oil-soaked cloths can spontaneously combust, so be sure to wash all cloths and other materials
before disposal. Exercise caution with all powdered and caustic materials, especially lime. Wear gloves and
goggles. Which Paints for Which Surfaces? When selecting which kind of paint to mix for a particular surface,
your first consideration should be whether the surface is interior or exterior. Then select a paint that is
appropriate to the type of surface.
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Creating a color scheme that you'll use as a guide for your decorating projects is the best way to start any decorating
project. Having a plan and a color scheme in place can help you save money because it can stop you from buying
impulse items that won't work in your space.

Good windows are crucial: Or, how do I get rid of distracting streaks? Consider this windows An example of
an awning window. Architecture by Renee Del Gaudio. Photo by David Lauer What are the different types of
windows? Gliders, awnings, casementsâ€”oh my! Windows deserve their own dictionary. These windows
have hinges at the top of the frame that allow them to swing upward and outward. Although very similar, bay
windows feature a fixed or non-operating center window with venting windows on either side. Bows feature a
series of windows connected to create a gentle curve or semicircle. Occupying the corner of a wall with glass
on both sides, this unique architectural accent makes a strong design statement, while also maximizing your
view and exposure to natural light. These stationary and non-operating windows feature glass set directly into
a frame, providing a large and uninterrupted view of the outside. An example of direct glaze windows. Photo
courtesy of Marvin Double Hung: One of the most popular types of windows, double hungs have two
moveable sashes. Homeowners have the ability to lower the top sash or raise the bottomâ€”or bothâ€”to
achieve multiple ventilation and privacy options. These user-friendly windows slide open from side to side.
Ideal for adding ventilation and light in a lower level or bathroom, this window opens at the top and swings
inward to your room. Also known as an arch top window or radius window, this style is rectangular on the
bottom and rounded in an arc on top. In addition to making an elegant design statement, a round top window
will allow extra light to enter your space. This window has two ways of openingâ€”both of which use the
same handle. It can either tilt into your room from the top like a hopper window or swing inward along the
side like a door. Its flexibility makes it a great option for multipurpose rooms, balcony access or basement
egresses. This creates a beautiful look, but comes at the expense of energy efficiency. Commonly confused
with sashes or the operating part of a window that forms the frame that holds panes of glass , window panes
also referred to as glazing are the actual sheets of glass within a window. Photo courtesy of Marvin Are there
different types of panes? These windows feature one layer of glass and are very common in older homes. They
may be paired with an additional and removable frame of glass called a storm window, which provides
additional insulation and weather protection. Comprised of two sheets of glass, often with argon gas between
the layers. Also called tripane windows, these feature three layers of glass with two layers of insulating
material, offering enhanced energy performance. What do people need to consider before choosing windows
for their home? While your budget should certainly be a priority, here are three equally essential factors to
consider: While larger panels of glass can infuse a space with natural light and provide uninterrupted views of
the outdoors, they may not be the best fit for someone who likes to regularly open their windows for fresh air.
In addition to considering how you use your space, your windows should make sense from a weather
perspective as well as a safety standpoint. How does the quality of a window affect insulation in a home? Take
a peek at your utility bill. So how do you know if your windows are up to par? Because every home has
different needs when it comes to efficiency this largely has to do with your local climate and environment ,
there are certain numbers every window shopper should pay attention to. This is not the time to test out your
first DIY. Instead, bring in a certified dealer to finish to job. An example of casement windows. Picking the
right windows for your home is one thingâ€”keeping them clean is an entirely different undertaking. Lastly, to
prevent deterioration from dampnessâ€”not to mention, the clinging of stubborn little fibersâ€”use newspaper
with soy-based ink to wipe both sides of the glass dry. Look for a small button on the arm of the window,
which will release from the frame when depressed. Once the arm is released and cranked back in, you can
swivel the glass to easily access the exterior glass. Photo by Joe Fletcher What are the newest window trends
worth knowing? From floor-to-ceiling walls to interior partitions, our need for light and love of glass has
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meant big things for windows. Architects and industry purveyors are increasingly blurring the lines between
high-design and function. Smart Windows Move over, high-tech doors and touch screen
refrigeratorsâ€”windows are experiencing a new wave of savvy ingenuity, particularly when it comes to home
security. However, more homeowners are beginning to push the boundaries of transparency within the home,
using glass to recreate the same feeling of a greenhouse. Constructing these spaces with large panes of glass
maintains connectivity to the larger home and distribution of natural light, while also offering you a sense of
escape and increased privacy. See more home improvement guides:
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John Draper Witherspoon, was a student at Tulane University medical school. Betty Witherspoon earned five
degrees in total, including a Ph. D in pediatric nursing. She became a professor of nursing [7] at Vanderbilt
University. It makes my heart beat hard because I want to buy everything. Career beginnings[ edit ] In ,
Witherspoon attended an open casting call for The Man in the Moon , intending to audition as a bit player;
[15] she was instead cast for the lead role of Dani Trant, a year-old country girl who falls in love for the first
time with her year-old neighbor. According to The Guardian , her performance made an early impression. To
Save My Child, portraying a critically ill young girl. Among them was the San Francisco Chronicle , with
Mick LaSalle commenting, "Witherspoon, who does a Texas accent, is dazzling, utterly believable in one
extreme situation after the other. Overnight Delivery , Pleasantville and Twilight. Rise to prominence[ edit ] In
, Witherspoon starred alongside Alessandro Nivola in the drama thriller Best Laid Plans ; she played Lissa, a
woman who schemes with her lover Nick to escape a small dead-end town. The film became a box office
success and a cult classic. Nobody else is as funny or brings such charm to things. She can do anything. She
has a great boyfriend. Oh yeah, she gets dumped. I still hate her. Witherspoon regarded this as a "personal
role" in that it reminded her of experiences she had when she moved from her hometown Nashville to Los
Angeles. It was called "a romantic comedy so rote, dull and predictable" by The Miami Herald , [50] and the
press widely agreed that Witherspoon was the only reason the movie attracted such a large audience. Elle
Woods has become a Harvard-educated lawyer who is determined to protect animals from cosmetics industry
science tests. The sequel was not as financially successful as the first film and it generated mostly negative
reviews. USA Today considered the movie "plodding, unfunny and almost cringe-worthy", but also noted that
"Reese Witherspoon still does a fine job portraying the fair-haired lovable brainiac, but her top-notch comic
timing is wasted on the humorless dialogue. Her character, Becky Sharp, is a poor woman with a ruthless
determination to find fortune and establish herself a position in society. Witherspoon was carefully costumed
to conceal that during the filming she was pregnant with her second child. Witherspoon does justice to the
juicy role by giving the part more buoyancy than naughtiness. Her character, Elizabeth Masterson, is an
ambitious young doctor who gets into a car accident on her way to a blind date and is left in a coma; her spirit
returns to her old apartment where she later finds true love. She never had the chance to meet Carter Cash, as
Witherspoon was filming Vanity Fair at the time the singer died. Besides critical success in the movie
industry, Witherspoon and Phoenix received a nomination for "collaborative video of the year" from the CMT
Music Awards. And it is about compassion in the long haul, not just the short easy solutions to problems.
Career downturn[ edit ] Following her critical success with Walk the Line, Witherspoon admits to spending
several years "kind of floundering career-wise". Reflecting on this period of time in a December interview,
Witherspoon attributed it to her separation from her first husband in October and their subsequent divorce,
stating that she spent "a few years just trying to feel better. I was just kind of working, you know. In the film,
she plays Isabella El-Ibrahim, the pregnant wife of a bombing suspect. Aliens , released in March , becoming
her biggest hit at the time. In a interview with MTV , Witherspoon jokingly referred to this trio of films as her
"love triangle period". The movie was filmed in Philadelphia and Washington, D. The movie was both a
critical and box office failure. It was released on April 22, [99] and received mixed critical reviews. Like Mud,
the film is set in Arkansas. Witherspoon played Pam Hobbs, the mother of one of three young murder victims.
In an interview subsequent to her casting in the film, Egoyan noted that although the role requires "an
emotionally loaded journey", he "met with Reese, and It is based on real-life events, about a brash American
woman assigned to help four young Sudanese refugees known as Lost Boys of Sudan who win a lottery for
relocation to the U. The goal of the company was to produce movies with strong female lead roles, as she said
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that she was tired of seeing only movies with a strictly male focus being produced. The show is a one-on-one
interview between Witherspoon and a female guest focussing on how the guest achieved her dreams. The
second season is expected to air in Witherspoon will also serve as an executive producer for the ABC comedy
series based on the memoir Americanized from Sara Saedi.
8: Cost of an Interior Decorator - Estimates and Prices Paid
Prime yourself for spring painting season with our color-happy guide to working with popular shades around the home
Full Story Decorating Guides Color Palette Extravaganza: Room-by-Room Help for Your Paint Picks.

9: Fun with the Color Wheel | The ABCs of Color | Raymour and Flanigan Furniture Design Center
Hello! My name is Randi and I blog over at A Fresh-Squeezed Life where I love to chat about making pretty things and
creating the home you love on a budget. My daughter and I live in sunny Colorado where we recently moved into our
very own house.
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Series) Vastly more than that Jessie j nice to meet you Muscle Energy Techniques with DVD-ROM Dr. Dominic Maguire,
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